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On center-valued states of von Neumann algebras 
D É N E S P E T Z 
Center-valued states are projections of norm one onto the centre of the algebra. 
This concept is the natural extension of the notion of the (scalar-valued) state. 
The space of normal states is sequentially complete and the same can be said about 
the space of normal center-valued states with respect to the pointwise weak con-
vergence. 
We remark that center-valued states are central-linear maps. Central-linear 
maps (or module homomorphisms) onto the centre were studied extensively also in 
[4] and in [8]. 
On a von Neumann algebra si each normal state cp has the representation 
(p(A)= 2 (A*!, where 2 llxill2=l- section 2 we prove a similar formula 
¡=1 i=l 
for center-valued states: if J © sl(z)d[i(z) is the central decomposition of si in 
the Hilbert space then any central-valued state x has the form 
t(A) = f © J (A (z)x,(z), x,(z))/(z) dfi(z) ( A = f ( B A ( z ) dM(z)j 
where 0"€N). 
In the last section we use the above representation theorem to obtain an alter-
native proof of a result of H . H A L P E R N [5] and S . S T R A T I L Á — L . ZSIDÓ [8] concerning 
central ranges for elements of von Neumann algebras (here on separable spaces). 
0. Preliminaries. We only consider separable Hilbert spaces si will always 
denote a von Neumann algebra on and slx its closed unit ball. 
For the reduction theory of von Neumann algebras we refer to [3] and [7]. 
In this paper Z always means a separable metric space and fi a positive Borel 
measure on Z. If 
§ = / ©§(z)dn(z) 
z 
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(cf. [3], chap. II, § 1, def. 3) then { v,}~ t will be a dense sequence in for which 
we may assume that, for all z£Z, {xi(z)}?l 1 is dense in £>(z) and the map z^-»||x,(z)|| 
is bounded. 
If @<zsi is bounded and then 
V(n, m) = {r<i!2-. \{(T-B)xl,xJ)\ ^ - 1 , i,j «} (n, m€N) 
is a neighbourhood base of B in £%, endowed with the weak operator topology 
Consequently, endowed with the weak operator topology can be metrized with 
the metric g defined by 
q(A, B)= Z I<(A-B)xi3 X j ) \ • 2~'~J. 
>JtN 
1. Center-valued states. In this section we introduce the notion of center-valued 
state and establish some properties. (See also [4] and [5].) 
1.1. D e f i n i t i o n . Let si be a von Neumann algebra with center i?. By a center-
valued state we mean a linear mapping r from si into # such that 
(i) x(C-A)=Cx(A) (A^si, C^€) 
(ii) x(I) = 7 
(iii) if A & 0 then T(A) ^ 0 (At si). 
1.2. P r o p o s i t i o n . Let si be a von Neumann algebra with center <€. The linear 
mapping T: stf is a center-valued state if and only if the following conditions are 
fulfilled: 
(a) M = 1, (b) T ( C ) = C (Cen 
P r o o f . Let T be a center-valued state. If A ^ O then 0^x(A)^x(\\A\\ •/) = 
= | |Y4||«/ so | | T ( ^ ) | | ^ | M | | . For an arbitrary A£si the Schwarz-inequality gives 
that | |T(^) | | 2=| |T(^f = Hence \\x\}^\, 
and (a) and (b) follow. 
The converse is a special case of a well-known result of TOMIYAMA [10] on projec-
tions of norm one. 
1.3. D e f i n i t i o n . If si is a von Neumann algebra then the set of all center-
valued states on si will be denoted by I (si) and by E if si is fixed. We endow E 
with the topology of pointwise weak convergence. 
1.4. P r o p o s i t i o n . E(si) is compact. 
P r o o f . Let X—n{XA: A£s/} where XA is • % with the compact weak 
operator topology. So Xis compact. Define e: E-»X by the formula prAe(x) — x(A). 
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e is a topological embedding and we want to show that the range of e is closed. Set 
HX(A,B) = {x£X: prA+Bx = prAx+prBx}, 
H,(A,X) = {x£X: prlAx = XprAx), 
Ha(C) = {xdX: prcx = C}. 
These sets are closed for any A, B(Lsl, C^ and A (EC. Since ||/VXT|| =\\A\\ for 
any and x£X, according to point 1.2, 
e(Z)= H Pi H2(A,X)C] fl HS(C) 
A,B£J* CG« 
Age 
that is the range of e is closed. 
1.5. P r o p o s i t i o n . For a center-valued state x on the von Neumann algebra 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) x is o-weakly continuous, 
(ii) x is weakly continuous on the unit ball, 
(iii) T is strongly continuous on the unit ball, 
(iv) T_ 1(0) is a-weakly closed, 
(v) x is normal. 
P r o o f . We obtain the assertion by applying a theorem of TOMIYAMA [10] for 
the case of projections of norm onto the center. 
1.6. E x a m p l e . Assume that the von Neumann algebra s4 in the Hilbert 
space § is expressed as a direct integral of factors, s£= f® st(z)dp{z), and let 
z 
S = /© §>(z)dp(z) be the corresponding decomposition of If x(E§ such that 
z 
||JC(Z)|| = 1 fo r ju-a.e. on Z , then 
x: A>— f ®(A(z)x(z), x(z))I(z)dp(z) [A = J®A(z)dp(z)) 
z z 
is a normal center-valued state. (Here /(z) stands for the identity operator on the 
space §(z) .) 
The center of si consists of the diagonal operators and the verifications of (a) 
and (b) in 1.2 is easy. By Prop. 1.5 it remains only to prove the strong operator 
continuity of x on the unit ball of stf. 
Assume that A„£s/, \\An\\^ \ and An-^-0. In order to prove that x ( A „ ) - ^ - 0 
it suffices to show that ||T(/QW|| — 0 for every w€§ such that ||w(z)|| is bounded 
on Z (cf. [3], chap. II, § 1, prop. 7). But, setting A"=sup {||M(Z)||: Z£Z} we have 
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by the Schwarz inequality 
«TOO«!!2 = (r(Anyi(A„)u, u> ̂  <z(AtAJu, U) = 
= f(An(z)*An(z), x(z), x(z))(u(z), u(z))dn(z) S 
S K2J(An(z)*An(z)x(z), x(z))dfj(z) = K2 \\Anxf- - 0. 
1.7. D e f i n i t i o n . Z"{si) denotes the set of all normal center-valued states on 
the von Neumann algebra si endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence 
in the weak operator topology. 
1.8. P r o p o s i t i o n . Z"(si) is sequentially complete. 
P r o o f . It is sufficient to see that I " is sequentially closed in I . Suppose that 
T„—T and T „ € 1 " , T £ Z . L e t / b e a normal linear functional on Then foxn is 
normal linear functional on si. foxn(A)-*fox(A) for every A^st and so fox 
is normal (see [1] Cor. III.3): Since fox is normal for every normal / on x is 
also normal. 
2. Decomposition of center-valued states. In this section we show that if the 
von Neumann algebra si is expressed as a direct integral of von Neumann algebras 
then any normal center-valued state of si is decomposable concerning the integral. 
2.1. Lemma . Assume that si= f © si(z) dfi(z). Then there exists a countable 
z 
-family ST in si1 such that 
(i) is strongly dense in six, 
(ii) ST{z)= {T(z): T^ST\ is strongly dense in si(z\, ¡x-a.e. on Z. 
(Here T= f © T(z)dfi(z).) 
z 
P r o o f . By the definition of the direct integral of von Neumann algebras there 
is a sequence A„= J © A„(z)dfi(z) (n€N) such that si(z) is the von Neumann 
z 
algebra generated by {A„(z): H€N} /t-a.e. on Z and we may assume that si is 
generated by {An: n£N}. Let J f be the *-algebra over the complex rationals gen-
erated by {A„: M£N}. Take 
V i ' U-Mir1 if imii>i. 
9" is countable and by Kaplansky's density theorem it satisfies (i)—(ii). 
2.2. T h e o r e m . Let si— f © si(z)dp.(z) and x be a normal center-valued state 
z 
on si. Then for almost every z£Z there is a normal center-valued state xz on si (z) 
such that for every A— f © A(z) dp(z)£s/ the operator field zy-*xzA(z) is fi-meas-
z 
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urable and 
T (A)= f®TzA(z)dn(z). 
z 
P r o o f . Using the lemma we have two countable families Sf and ST such that 
(i) J ( z ) c ^ ( z ) ! and C(z)c(g'(z1) /i-a.e. on Z, 
(ii) 9~(ST(z)) is strongly dense in (in s£{z\ p-a.e. on Z) , 
(iii) if (Sf(z)) is strongly dense in % (in (3(z)1 fi-a.e. on Z) . 
Let 
M = a¡SITR. fc£N; r ;€C, af is complex rational (/ s 
If T is a normal center-valued state then for z £ Z we define by the formula 
iz f 1 ^ ( z ) r , (z)] = 2 «,• s-z^niz) 
k 
where ^ a^jTjd Si. We will show that tz is well-defined fi-a.e. on Z. 
i = l 
Take R^ R^® ( j ? i = 2 < x I S ^ , R2 = 2 PJSJT} v >=l J=i ' 
and put 
H{Rx,R2) = \z<iZ-. Rx(z) = R2(z), ¿ a i S i ( z ) T ( T i ) ( z ) ^ 2 PJSJ(ZMTJ)(Z)}-<• ¡=i j=i > 
This set is measurable and its characteristic function x belongs to Hence 
yj(Ri) = - = /z(R2). 
So T ( 7 ? 1 ) ( Z ) = T ( 7 ? 2 ) ( Z ) for /i-a.e. / Y . Since J « ¡^(z ) TIRi)(z) = T(7?1)(z) 
i=l 
I x.; 
and 2 Pjsj(z)T(Ty)(z)—t(i?2)(z) fi-a.e., we have obtained that /?2))=0 
J = I 
Since ^ is countable, if follows 
U H(RltBJ) = 0. 
Let 
S = {z£Z: ^ ^ ( z X is not weak operator continuous at 0}, 
where ^(z\={R(z): Re Si, ||i?(z)||==l}. 
We claim that N(S)=0. For A, B£ST(Z) define 
QZ(A,B)=2 \((A-B)xJ(z),xi(z))\2-i-J. 
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So q. is a measurable field of metrics metrizing the unit ball of si{z) endowed with 
the weak operator topology (see 0). The set 
H{k, 1, e, S) = {z<SZ: there is such that ||/?(z)|| < 1, 
QZ{R{Z), 0) < 5 and |<t_,(/?(z))x,(z), x,(z)) | > e} 
is measurable and 
U U U n H(k, I,e.„ 5j) l=lk=li=lJ=0 
provided that e , \ 0 and <5y\0. Hence 5 is measurable. 
Suppose that / t ( S ) > 0 . Then we have KczS, e > 0 , and k, /£N such that 
(iv) f i ( K ) > 0 
and for z£K and N there is an RJZ£3$ with the properties 
(v) ||*>(z)|| < 1, 
(vi) ez(Ri(z),o)^Sj, 
(vii) \(tz(Ri(z))Xl(z), xk(z))\ > e. 
By Lusin's lemma we may assume that K is compact and the functions 
(viii) z - H T O I I , 
( ix) Z^Qz{R(Z), 0 ) , 
( X ) Z {(TR)(Z)X1(Z), xk(z)) 
are continuous on K for any . In this case the inequalities (v)—(vii) are ful-
filled on an open set in K. For any N a compactness argument gives a meas-
urable partition {Hf: i^p( j)} of K and operators R{^3tt (i^p(j)) such that 
for z£Hf R\{z) satisfies (v)—(vii). Let yj be the characteristic function of H{ (j£N, 
i ^ p ( j ) ) and define 
PU) 
R'(z)= 2 xi(z)Ri(z)ej(z) where ej(z) = Arg<tzJR/(z)x i(z), xk(z)), 
i=i 
and for (MA€C set ArgA=A-|A|~1 . 
Taking RJ= f © RJ(z)dpi(z) we have RJe and 
z 
Q(R\ 0) S / SZ(RJ(z), 0 ) d p ( z ) =2 F (z), 0 ) d p ( z ) p(K)Sj; 
Z I = 1 H{ 
moreover, 
<t(RJ)xt, xk) = /<T^ ' ( z )x i ( z ) , xk(z))dn(z) = 
z 
PU) . 
= 2 f \(^R{(z)xl(z), xk(z))\dp(z) S n(K)e. i = 1 H{ 
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This contradicts the continuity of x. Hence p(S) =0 so tz\dt{z\ is weak 
operator continuous /i-a.e. on Z. It is then also uniformly continuous with respect 
to the uniformity defined by the metric gz. 
Now extend by uniform continuity with respect to the compact 
metrizable weak operator topology to si (z)1 and then by the homogeneity to si {z). 
So we get a linear t z such that ||tz|| s 1 and xz\^(z) is the identity. Hence xz is a 
center-valued state /i-a.e. on Z. 
We want to check that x(A) = f © xzA(z)dp if A= f © A(z)dp(z). We may 
z z 
assume that In this case there is a sequence (n£N) such that 
T„-^—A. Then for a subsequence we have TnJ,z)-^—A{z) for /i-a.e. z£Z 
(cf. [3] chap. II. § 2. prop. 4). According to the weak continuity of x, now 
zT„(z)-^-xzA{z). Consequently t ( T )= /© t z T (z)dp{z)^U j ® xzA(z)dfi(z), 
z z 
On the other hand x{TnJ^—xz{A) so x(A) = f © xzA(z)dfi(z). k z 
2.3. Theo rem. Let si be a von Neumann algebra acting on the Hilbert space 
£> = / ® $>(.z)dp(z) and suppose that is decomposable as a direct integral of factors 
j © sl{z)dp{z). Then x: si—ft is a normal center-valued state if and only if it 
has the form 
x (A)=f® J (A ( z H ( z ) , uf(z)> / ( z ) dfi{z) (A = f®A(z) dp(z)) 
OO 
where u£$t> (i'€N) and 2 li";(z)ll2=l /i-a.e. on Z. 
P r o o f . If x: sl-<€ has the form described above then x is a center-valued 
state since # consists of the diagonal operators and it follows from 1.6 that x is 
normal. 
: Now assume that x is a normal center-valued state. By Theorem 2.2, 
T= /© xzdfi(z). Let H„ = {z£Z: d im§(z )=n} (/1=1,2, . . . ,°°) and put t„ = 
z 
= .f®xzdp(z). So x= ©T„ and it suffices to prove the theorem for xn 
Hn 
(n = 1, 2, Hence we may identify each §(z) with a fixed Hilbert space § 0 -
Let Y be the unit ball of § 0 © 5 o © ••• endowed with the weak topology. So Y 
is a compact metrizable space. 
Let 9~<zsl be a countable family with the properties (i)—(ii) in 2.1. Define 
H(T) = {(z, _yx, y2, ...)eZxY: xzT(z) = J <T(z)yi, y;> 7(z)} 
i = 0 
H(T) is a Borel set in Z x Y and so is H= fl {H(T): 
15 
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We will use the principle of measurable choice (see [7] p. 35). H is analytic 
and for z £ Z there is a normal state (p2 on s.i(z) such that ?.=<pz • I(z). Hence, 
t z ( S ) = ¿ < 5 « i , u i > / ( z ) 
i = l 
for every S£si(z) and for some 0'€N). Consequently (z, ul,u2, 
By the principle of measurable choice there exists a //-measurable function $ : Z— Y 
such that <P(z)£H n-a.e. on Z. If ^(z)^(ut(z), u2(z), ...) then «¡€5 (¿€N). We 
have obtained that 
*,T(z) = ¿ < r ( z ) U l . ( z ) , U l ( z ) ) / ( z ) 
i = J . 
for any /i-a.e. on Z. Since is dense in s i x and t is continuous we have 
OO 
x(A) = / © 2 (A(z)Ui(z), u , ( z )>7(z )d f i ( z ) 
z 1=1 
for every Moreover, 2 ||w;(z)||2= 1 /¿-a.e. on Z because r ( / ) = / . This 
i = l 
completes the proof. 
3. An application. In this section we use 2.2 in order to give an alternative 
proof for an extension, given in [8] and [5], of a result of J. B. Conway. 
3.1. We introduce some notations. If A belongs to the algebra si then let 
C0(A) be.. the convex hull of the set {UAU*: U is a unitary in si}. Moreover, let 
C(A)=C0(A)vT\etf and W(A) be the closed numerical range of A. The following 
proposition was proved by J. B. CONWAY [2]. 
3.2. P r o p o s i t i o n . If si is a type III factor and A£si then C(A) = W(A) = 
=Z(A). 
3.3. P r o p o s i t i o n . If si= f®si(z)dn(z) and A = f@A(z) dn(z) then 
z z 
C(A)= J® C(A (z)) dfi(z). 
z 
The latter assertion was proved by S. KOML6SI [5] and it means that 
B= f® B(z)dfi(z)£ C(A) if and only if B(z)£ C(A (z)) /t-a.e. on Z. 
z 
3.4. L e m m a . Let s4= j © si(z)dp(z) and A— j ffi A(z)dfi(z)£si. Assume 
z z 
that Uisa weak operator neighbourhood of the diagonal operator B= j ffi f(z)I(z)dn(z) 
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and f(z)dW(A(z)) for z€Z. Then there is a «€§ such that 
(i) J @(A(z)u(z), u(z))dp(z)£U, 
z 
(ii) ¡¡»(z)i| - 1' //-a.e. on Z. 
P r o o f . Take a sequence {c„)c§ such that ||e„(z)|| = l and {en(z)} is dense 
in {i i§( i ) : / | | s | |=f l} /i-a.e. on Z. Suppose that U is determined by e>0 and 
( i ^ m ) that is 
1 ' U= {Test: |<(T-B)yt: yj)\ < e ( i j m)}. 
Choose a compact KaZ with the properties 
(a) z >—- (A(z)ei(z), e,(z)) is continuous on K (i,_/'£N), 
(b) p(Z\K)^S, 
(c) / \(y-Xz), yj(z))\ dp(z) < a (i, j =§ m), 
Z \ K 
(d) / is continuous on AT. 
05 is arbitrary but fixed). We can find xz£ {e„} and an open Gz containing z 
such that 
for z(iK. Using compactness one has a measurable partition {//,-: i^k} of K 
such that HiczGz for some zfcK (i^k). Let (x) be the characteristic function 
of Hi ( Z \ K ) and define u by 
u(z) = x(z)el(z)+Zxi(z)xzl(z) (z£Z). 
¡=1 
||M(Z)|| = 1 isfulfilled: evidently for //-a.e. z£Z. An easy estimation gives 
|<(/® (A(z)u(z), w(z)> /(z)^/z(z) - fl) 3l-, J>,->| =S ¿ ( M l + ||fi||+11^11 • ll^ll). 
z 
5>o if 5 is small .enough then (i) is satisfied. 
3.5. T h e o r e m . If si is a type III von Neumann algebra and Ads/ then 
C(A) = r(A)w 
P r o o f . We express s4 as a direct integral of type III factors: J © s/(z) dp(z). 
z 
If B= f © B(z)dp(z)eC(A) then B(z)£C(A(z)) //-a.e. on Z by 3.3. According 
z 
to 3.2 B(z)dW(A(z)) and we can use 3.4. For every weak neighbourhood U of B 
15* 
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there is a such that 
/©/(<(2)u (z), u(z)> 7(z) dtx(z)dU. 
z 
However, TV- J © (T(z)u(z), u(z))](z)dn(z) defines a normal center-valued state 
z 
(cf. 1.6) hence C(A) c Zn(A)w. 
Conversely, fo r any RÇZ", Z= J ©T :dfi(z) follows f r o m 2.2 and TZ(A(Z))Ç.C(A(Z)) 
z 
f r o m 3.2. By 3.3 we have f®xz(A(zj) dp(z)£ f@C(A(z)) dfi(z)=C(A). So 
z z 
r(A)£C(A) and we have obtained that In(A)czC(A). Since C(A) is closed, it fol-
lows Zn(A)w<zC(A). 
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